possibly mediated by WNT signaling. The most apical part of the tooth where normally root formation occurs remains proliferation free in continuously growing molars. In the mouse molar, which does grow roots, this zone remains originally proliferation free, but the proliferation shifts towards the most apical mesenchyme over time, at the moment when root formation is initiated.
possibly mediated by WNT signaling. The most apical part of the tooth where normally root formation occurs remains proliferation free in continuously growing molars. In the mouse molar, which does grow roots, this zone remains originally proliferation free, but the proliferation shifts towards the most apical mesenchyme over time, at the moment when root formation is initiated.
In the continuously growing molar of the vole the mesenchymal proliferation can be found higher up, exactly in the region that contains the morphological information of the cusp pattern and not below it which is shaped as a simple oval. This lowest simple-shaped region contains the epithelial stem cell niche and epithelial proliferation. It is the mesenchyme that dictates shape though, and the higher zone that contains morphological information then acts as a mesenchymal template for the epithelial component perpetuating the complex cusp shape. Using high-resolution, multi-photon time-lapse microscopy, we show that delamination of epiblast cells (ingression) starts well before the formation of the primitive streak as rare, seemingly random events across the epiblast. The rate of these events then increases sharply a defined region of the blastoderm, which subtends the formation of the initial primitive streak. At primitive streak stages, cells continue to ingress as individuals in a seemingly stochastic manner: at low rate outside the streak, and at a dramatically enhanced rate in the primitive streak.
We further show that this is due to strong cooperativity of ingressing cells. Thus, small groups of ingressing cells can rapidly induce enhanced ingression of neighbouring epiblast cells, in a Nodal-dependant manner, and are able to initiate the formation of a complete primitive streak.
We propose the primitive streak is a self-organising structure whose formation and functioning is based on a feed-forward mechanism. 
